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Neglected Wisdom
B y  J o n a t h a n  K r u s c h w i t z

we often overlook the biblical wisdom literature, treating 

it as though it offers a bit of sound, if theologically      

irrelevant, advice. the three books reviewed here are  

important reminders that the wisdom texts were written 

within and make a valuable contribution to israel’s     

distinctive theological perspective.

Perhaps wisdom has always been neglected: “Wisdom cries out in the 
street,” the Book of Proverbs maintains, “in the square she raises her 
voice” as if she were not getting much attention from the people 

(1:20). Little has changed today. Readers of the Old Testament tend to over-
look its wisdom literature, treating it as less important than the historical 
and prophetic texts. This neglect leads to a deficient understanding of 
Scripture as a whole, for the wisdom literature comprises an integral       
contribution to the Old Testament canon. 

What explains the current neglect of the wisdom tradition? Its literature 
may seem discordant with the rest of the Old Testament: the story of God 
and Israel—so prominent in the Torah, the prophets, and much of the    
writings—is not so obvious in the wisdom texts. When modern readers note 
“the absence of references to the great events of ‘salvation history’: the 
patriarchs and matriarchs, the exodus and the Promised Land, the kings and 
prophets, the exile and return to the land,”1 they may wrongly conclude that 
this literature disregards the story of the Old Testament and only offers a bit 
of sound, if theologically irrelevant, advice. 

The three books reviewed here—Ellen F. Davis’s Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, 
and the Song of Songs, James Limburg’s Encountering Ecclesiastes: A Book for 
Our Time, and Daniel J. Harrington’s Jesus Ben Sira of Jerusalem: A Biblical 
Guide to Living Wisely—attempt to set the record straight. Though they 
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address different biblical texts and themes, the authors demonstrate that the 
wisdom tradition rests firmly in the same theological context as the rest of 
the Old Testament. Admitting the tradition’s undeniable appropriation of 
secular views native to other Ancient Near Eastern traditions, they explain 
how the biblical writers, usually in subtle (but sometimes in unsubtle) ways, 
fit these foreign concepts into their distinctive Israelite theology. In addition 
they suggest how this ancient literature should inform the way we live 
today, helping us to acknowledge God’s presence in and sovereignty over 
our lives.

Y

If the wisdom literature makes no explicit reference to the famous 
events in the story of God’s involvement with Israel, how can we discover 
its theological disposition? In Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, and the Song of Songs, 
Westminster Bible Companion (Louisville, KY: Westminster John Knox 
Press, 2000, 306 pp., $24.95), Ellen Davis pays close attention to creation   
theology, anthropology (which is often informed by the Torah and the 
prophets), and, when applicable, the prominence of women, to discern the 
theological meaning of the biblical books she studies. This interpretative 
lens, I believe, should prove useful in understanding other biblical wisdom 
texts as well. 

Davis shows how the sages employed key phrases and images that 
recall other biblical texts in order to integrate life in the world with Israelite 
theology. From the “deep conviction of the Israelite sages that the sacred 
and the secular are not separate realms” (p. 5), she draws inspiration for 
how modern readers can integrate their faith into daily living. 

For example, Davis interprets the claim that wisdom is a “tree of life” 
(Proverbs 3:18) as implying that wise living “reverses our original exile and 
brings us back into Eden” (p. 43). Such creation story references relate to 
contemporary ecological concerns, she believes: they should (at the very 
least) prompt us to question how modern societies treat the earth. 

Davis shows how the biblical sages employed extra-biblical traditions. 
Consider her insightful discussion of this puzzling passage:

If your enemies are hungry, give them bread to eat;
and if they are thirsty, give them water to drink;
for you will heap coals of fire on their heads,

 and the lord will reward you.
 Proverbs 25:21-22

She observes that the biblical writer is likely referencing an Egyptian      
penitential rite, in which burning coals were placed upon the head of a   
penitent. Understanding this vivid reference helps us see the point of the 
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puzzling instruction: “whereas a harsh response only makes enmity more 
intense, kindness may instill shame and repentance” (p. 133). 

Attending closely in this way to the biblical imagery—for poetry “is  
primarily designed to engage the imagination” (p. 19)—Davis offers a     
particularly novel reading of the Song of Songs. Since many of the Song’s 
images are suggestive of creation and of Israel’s relationship with God, she 
concludes, “the Song is about repairing the damage done by the first        
disobedience in Eden, what Christian tradition calls ‘the Fall’” (p. 231). She 
does not disregard the Song’s explicit sexual imagery and its value for a 
right appreciation of human sexuality; rather, she insists, “the sexual and 
the religious understandings of the Song are mutually informative” (p. 233). 
After explicating the literal sexual meaning of each text, she explores it 
through the lens of three layers of redemption—between God and human 
persons, among people, and between persons and the land. At several 
points she observes how the Song’s images reverse the “asymmetry of   
power between woman and man” (p. 232). On another occasion she focuses 
on language redolent of Israel’s honeymoon experience with God in the 
“wilderness,” inferring that “the Song assures us that God the gracious   
Lover may still look at the world, at Israel, at the church, at our souls—and 
catch ‘his’ breath at the beauty of the bride” (p. 262).

In this book, the whole is greater than the sum of its parts. Each of the 
three commentaries is accessible to read and filled with insight. But the 
whole book is even more valuable for the interpretive strategy Davis       
provides for reading biblical 
wisdom literature generally. 

Y

The book of Ecclesiastes 
is an especially difficult text 
to interpret, for it does not fit 
easily within the boundaries 
of the wisdom tradition. 
Many readers of the book, as 
the respected Old Testament 
scholar Walter Baumgartner 
once observed, are tempted 
“to admit how lukewarm [the 
writer’s] faith really is, and how far he falls below the higher peaks of Old 
Testament piety” (quoted in Limburg, p. 4). But another comment, this one 
from Elie Wiesel, aptly summarizes the value in our struggling to under-
stand this strange book: “True faith lies beyond questions; true faith comes 
after it has been challenged” (quoted in Davis, p. 159).

Ellen Davis’s interpretive lens—attending to 

creation theology, anthropology (often 

informed by the torah and the prophets), 

and, when applicable, the prominence of 

women—proves useful in understanding   

biblical wisdom texts.
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The strongest facet of James Limburg’s approach in Encountering     
Ecclesiastes: A Book for Our Time (Grand Rapids, MI: Wm. B. Eerdmans, 2006, 
141 pp., $14.00) is his subtlety in dealing with the book’s central theme of 
vanity (a translation of hevel, a Hebrew word that literally means “breath”). 
This concept recurs so often in Ecclesiastes that Gerhard von Rad once   
compared it to a “pedal point,” the bass note that is sustained beneath the 
changing harmonies in a piece of music. In contrast to more skeptical    
interpretations of the text, that desolate pedal note does not dominate    
Limburg’s reading. With the help of tradition (Martin Luther, Dietrich   
Bonhoeffer, and Harold Kushner take the stage on multiple occasions),  
Limburg finds another life-affirming message about enjoying work and time 
spent with friends, an “ode to joy” that becomes a sort of counterpoint   
melody in the book (p. 35). 

Limburg seeks to unveil God’s presence in Ecclesiastes, a book in which 
God seems conspicuously absent. Observing that God is consistently     
present in passages about the joy we can find in toil and in time spent 
together, Limburg declares: “The gulf between God and humans is bridged 
in these instances that speak of humans receiving and enjoying God’s gifts” 
(p. 34). Or, to paraphrase the Talmud (with Kushner), “In the world to 
come, each of us will be called to account for all the good things God put on 
earth which we refused to enjoy” (p. 103). Limburg thus provides a life-
affirming reading of Ecclesiastes. 

Y

Daniel Harrington’s Jesus Ben Sira of Jerusalem: A Biblical Guide to Living 
Wisely, Interfaces (Collegeville, MN: Liturgical Press, 2005, 142 pp., $14.95) 
is a short study of the scribe in the late third century and early second     
century b.c. who authored the book of Sirach, which is also called           
Ecclesiasticus. It is an excellent primer on this wisdom text that is unfamiliar 
to many readers of the Bible. While the book of Sirach is not in the Jewish or 
Protestant Christian canon (it is placed in the Apocrypha in Protestant 
Bibles), Roman Catholic and Orthodox Christians accept it as canonical 
scripture. Harrington demonstrates that the book is a valuable source to 
anyone seeking a more comprehensive understanding of the genre of      
biblical wisdom literature. 

Harrington begins by briefly summarizing the main points of each     
section of Sirach and comparing its literary forms with those found in      
other wisdom books. An overview of Jesus Ben Sira’s social context         
provides insight into, and perhaps more sympathy toward, some passages 
in his book that bristle the contemporary conscience. Harrington draws out  
the book of Sirach’s prominent theological themes and traces them through   
other texts of biblical wisdom literature. Finally, he provides direction for 
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further reflection, by individuals or study groups, on how to practice such 
wisdom today.

Recognizing the folly of our neglect of the biblical wisdom tradition, 
Richard J. Clifford cautions, “It is important to remind ourselves that this 
neglect of the wisdom literature…reflects neither the outlook of the Bible 
nor that of many centuries of Jewish and Christian interpretation.”2 The 
three books reviewed here serve as important reminders that the biblical 
wisdom texts are not illegitimate siblings of the other Old Testament texts, 
for the books of wisdom were written within and contribute to Israel’s     
distinctive theological perspective. Davis, Limburg, and Harrington suggest 
helpful ways for us to approach contemporary issues with a wisdom-
informed acknowledgement of God’s presence in and sovereignty over our 
lives. Wisdom continues to cry out in the street and—with the help of these 
informed perspectives—we would do well to listen.
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